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Editorial Comment
On behalf of the members I extend a warm welcome to a new member – Beverley Gubbins.
Joy Blake, Membership Secretary, reports the Society now have 57 paid up member plus
some others who have not as yet renewed their membership.
MAS is in need of someone to take on the publicity role for the Society’s activities.
Would YOU consider doing this?
Peter Borrows will be only too willing to talk to you about what it entails.
Phone 01628 483895 or email peterborrows@googlemail.com

***********
We often read an interesting article in newspapers but are left wondering what then happened
because there is no follow up published. With this in mind Peter Carver has kindly provided the
following report:-

An Archaeological Excavation behind 90 High Street, Marlow.
Marlow High Street has a rich heritage. We know that it was at the heart of the medieval town, that
many property boundaries follow the original Medieval burgage plots, and that much may survive
beneath the modern town (for more information, see Marlow Historic Town Assessment at
http://www.buckscc.gov.uk/media/130576/marlow_report.pdf). It is therefore no surprise to learn
that excavations behind Buckingham Antiques (No. 90) revealed material dating to medieval times.
What is more interesting, and which attracted press attention, was the finding of about 250 human
bone and bone fragments dating to the Bronze Age, as well as a sherd of Bronze Age Beaker pottery.

The Beaker sherd, with impressed lines flanking a narrow decorative zone [Scale 10mm]
Reproduced courtesy of MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology) 2014

The fact that the medieval and Bronze Age material was co-located is a very strong indicator
that the Bronze Age finds were in a secondary context, that they had perhaps been
discovered during medieval or later times and reburied along with other material of a later
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period. So, as is often the case, its value is diminished because we cannot establish a firm
relationship with the surroundings.
There are, however, at least two aspects that merit comment.
First, there is the contribution that scientific methods made to the investigation. Aside from
the use of carbon dating techniques to age bone samples, the bibliography to the
investigation
report
(viewable
online
at
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/greylit/details.cfm?id=32089) is replete
with references to serious journals of forensic medicine. Modern techniques make
determining the life-span of skeletal remains fairly straightforward. There are models that
use data such as bone dimension, fusion of joints, as well as dental development and
eruption, enabling bones to be aged accurately, in this instance that they were juveniles
aged between 10 and 12.
What is striking is the quality of information that may be gleaned from skeletal and dental
analysis. There was a congenital abnormality, albeit not serious, in a vertebra. An eye socket
revealed signs of nutritional deficiency or infection. The teeth can be particularly interesting,
for example how they have worn, although in this instance the adult teeth were little worn
on account of youthful age. The levels of plaque formation were high given the age, pointing
to poor dental hygiene, probably not unusual for the time. Indeed it is probable that more
could have been gleaned had the bones been better preserved.
Secondly, although these bones (and the beaker pottery fragment) are not in their primary
context, it might be thought unlikely that they were moved far. Yet, hitherto, there is little
indication of Bronze Age settlement in the immediate vicinity (spearhead from river; stone
axe from a gravel pit). The nearest known settlement is Low Grounds, about one mile
upstream. Given the supposed density of Bronze Age settlement in the Thames Valley, it
would be surprising if there wasn’t something closer and, although some reburied bones and
one large sherd is far from conclusive, it might be a pointer to Bronze Age settlement in the
vicinity.
It is also worth noting that, Bronze Age finds aside, this investigation is a useful addition to
the body of knowledge about Medieval Marlow. The pottery assemblage comprises 77
sherds with a total weight of 1,796g. It comprises a mixture of medieval and later wares,
with all of the former dating to the 12th – 14th centuries. There were also foundations of a
medieval building. Although, in the greater scheme of things, these finds were in no way
exceptional and were compared to excavations elsewhere, this will be valuable information
in the local context, adding significantly to the firm evidence of Marlow in those times.
All in all, a useful reminder of how much may be gleaned from limited remains and of why it
is so important to take as much care as possible to handle them with care; although reading
these reports may leave local amateur archaeologist with a feeling of envy. The techniques
used in this case are expensive and beyond the resources of most excavations!
Peter Carver.
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Notes of Management Meeting 27th January 2015 by Pat Day.
Members are reminded that these meetings are open to all members of MAS ie not just Committee
meetings as in the past – so please come along to have an input or merely observe.
The minutes of this meeting have already been circulated to all members but this summary might be of interest.
The meeting covered regular topics e.g. update on membership, financial position, copy date for Times Past,
content of Update, upcoming talks programme and contacts with other organisations.
On this occasion there was lengthy and detailed discussion about fieldwork and project funding. In particular
Colin Berks reported that both the Odney and Rookery reports had been completed and deposited with Berkshire
and Buckinghamshire HERs respectively.
It was noted that there was unlikely to be any fieldwork at Low Grounds this year but that there would be an on
going programme (dates to be advised) of resistivity/auguring at Odney/Sashes as part of the ‘step by step’
strategy being adopted in the identification of the Saxon defences which had the support of John Lewis as
landowners.
It was reported that work on the Marlow Cellar survey would continue. In addition it was proposed that MAS
organise a training day in Riley Park as part of the CBA Festival of Archaeology in July 2015 subject to
landowner agreement.
The issue of funding for fieldwork projects was discussed and the need for one/two members to be responsible
for seeking sources of funding was agreed as being essential.
The next management meeting is 31st March 2015 to be held in the premises of Marlow Age Concern
(38.Glade Road, Marlow; SL7 1DH) As usual an agenda will be circulated to all members in advance
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The Visit to the John Lewis Partnership (JLP) Heritage Centre.
A Report by Colin W. Smith
The JLP Heritage Centre is a recently built, sympathetically designed, extension to an old farmhouse
that resides on Odney Common, Cookham. Because it is open to the public on Saturdays, some
members of Marlow Archaeological Society (MAS) and Maidenhead Archaeological & Historical
Society (MA&HS) were able to visit the Centre on Saturday the 14th of February. We were welcomed
by two guides who showed us around the Centre and introduced us to its repository of material
relating to processes that have been overtaken by today's technology (such as hand printed textiles
dating back to the 18th century, over 5,000 samples are housed at the Centre), and to the image library
that contains pictures ranging from staff outings to historical Partnership. To celebrate the 150th
anniversary of the business a representation of the John Lewis shop front, that was part of the Oxford
Street store that suffered severe bomb damage during the Second World War in 1940, has been erected
in the Centre. In a room behind this reconstruction are examples of products sold during and after that
period. Another reconstruction was of the small office used by the son of the founder - John Spedan
Lewis.
We were given a brief description of the origin of the business, particularly with reference to
the influence of John Spedan Lewis and his ambitious vision of co-ownership (the workforce are
known as Partners). It is largely due to his ideas, formed during a long recovery period after a horse
riding accident, that we can see the successful John Lewis organisation that we are all familiar with
today. He acquired the Odney site in 1926 with plans to develop it for use by the Partners, with a
strong emphasis on sports activities such as swimming and tennis, these facilities are still evident. We
were also shown plans that John Spedan had had drawn up of a large development of buildings to
house the Partners during leisure breaks, recuperation and to generally enable them to enjoy the
facilities. However, for some reason these were never built.
That the Odney site was never over-developed means that it can be appreciated today as a
rural retreat by the Partners, and enjoyed by visitors as well, and that it is relatively unspoilt also
means that it should be possible to investigate its archaeological potential. Colin Berks has long been
interested in Odney (including adjacent areas such as Sashes Island) and after much research has
instigated the Odney Project. Some members of MAS and MA&HS, under his leadership, have carried
out resistivity surveys and auger boring and this has revealed what appears to be a feature. To try to
understand what is the nature of this feature more work needs to be done. After leaving the Heritage
Centre, Colin took us on a tour of the site to show us what he thinks could be archaeological clues,
such as an infilled stream or ditch that could have been a leat that might have passed through the old
farmhouse grounds, suggesting that there may have been a mill there at one time. (Water courses and
records suggest that here may have been other mills in the vicinity as well.) Colin walked us along a
(muddy) path alongside Lullebrook and showed us what he suspects are further indications of our
feature, and he is recommending additional resistivity surveys and auger boring, and maybe
excavations later this year in an attempt to learn more.
I should like to thank on behalf of everyone who visited the JLP Heritage Centre on Saturday:
Joy Blake for organising the visit, the guides at the John Lewis Heritage Centre for taking the time to
show us around and Colin Berks for the enjoyable country walk.
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For your
diary

Marlow Archaeology Society
talks programme:-

To be held in the Garden room Liston Hall at 8 pm. Adjacent free parking
Entrance £4 - Members £3 - Students £1.50
Thursday 30th April 2015 at 8pm (jointly with AiM who are organising this talk)
Roman Jewellery by JUSTINE BAYLEY
Thursday 14th May 2015 at 8pm
The Middle Thames Valley in the late Iron Age by PETER CARVER
A full length talk, followed by our AGM
Thursday 18th June 2015 at 8pm
The fight for Cookham’s Commons by KEITH PARRY
Thursday 10th September 2015 at 8pm
Winchester – a city in the making by BEN FORD
Thursday 15th October 2015 at 8pm
The search for Great Marlow manor house – latest discoveries
by JANET SMITH
Thursday 26th November 2015 at 8pm
Members’ presentations on local archaeology & history
A social evening with light refreshments

For further details of our talks and to learn more about Marlow Archaeology
and our fieldwork and activities, go to: www.marlowarchaeology.org

All enquiries: 01628 523896 New members are warmly welcomed!

**********

Archaeology in Marlow offers the following talks
8 pm Garden Room, Liston Hall* £3.00 AiM members/£4 non-members

Thursday 30th April. ‘Roman Brooches’ by Dr Justine Bayley
Thursday 21st May ‘Operation Nightingale’ by Phil Andrews
Thursday 25th June AGM followed by
‘Discovering Prehistoric Landscapes: Grims Ditch and HS2’ by Sandy Kidd,
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Maidenhead Archaeological & Historical Society
Readers might be interested in the following events from May – December 2015
The MAHS monthly meetings are at the York Centre, 42 York Road, Maidenhead SL6 1SH at 8pm.
Extracted from the PROGRAMME FOR 2015
April 29

Wed

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING plus short talk

May 23

Sat

Outing to Lacock Abbey and Avebury – meet 8:30 am

May 27

Wed

Talk by Paul Whittle “The Venetian Connection”

June 24

Wed

Talk by Judith Parry “Sardinia before the Roman Era”

June 27

Sat

Outing to the Watercress line and Hinton Ampner (NT) – meet 8:30 am

August 26

Wed

Members’ Evening – Paths less travelled mini lectures

September 5

Sat

Outing to Cirencester and Kelmscott – meet 8.30 am

September 30

Wed

Talk by Roger Askew “Lewis Carroll – His life and works”

October 28

Wed

Talk by Mike Whitehouse “”The Dam Busters”

November 25

Wed

Talk by Tony King “Vanished London”

December 9

Wed

Presentation by Derek Salter & Pauline Fowler “A cornucopia of Celtic
curiosities”

Contact - Brian Madge, 11 Boulters Court, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 8TH Telephone 01628 630924

The Marlow

Society events that may interest you are:-

Sat. Apr 10.30am Bisham Church
25

Guided tour by Patricia
Burstall

Mon.
Apr 20

7.30pm

Garden Room,
Liston Hall

Photos of High
Wycombe

Mon.
May 18
Mon.
Jun 15
Mon.
Jul 20
Sun
Sep 13
Mon.
Sep 21
Mon.
Oct 20

7.30pm

Garden Room,
Liston Hall
Garden Room,
Liston Hall
Garden Room,
Liston Hall

Life of a Town Clerk

Mon
Nov 16
Tues
Nov 24

7.30pm

7.30pm
7.30pm

7.30pm

7.30pm

Garden Room,
Liston Hall
Garden Room,
Liston Hall
Garden Room,
Liston Hall
Main Hall,
Liston Hall

Bill Reid

Charles Frohman by
Peter Scott
TBA
Heritage Open Day

7.30pm

Booking essential, ring
482754, donations
welcome
Ann Biggs

Local Photographs by
Barrie Lea
Traditional Farm
Buildings in the
Chilterns
Current Research WW1
Treasures of the
County Museum

Geoff Wood

Barbara Wallis

Andy Ford
Will Phillips
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THE OTHER BODICA (OR BOUDICA OR BOADICEA)
The events surrounding the uprising of the Iceni (and the Trinovantes) against the
Romans in the early days of their occupation of Britannia are the stuff of legend.
The Victorians saw Boudica as a symbol of a fierce British independence and her
bronze image, together with chariot equipped with blades on its axles, stands
defiantly opposite the Palace of Westminster on the Thames Embankment.
Earlier this year, a monument to another Bodica was unearthed during development
work in Cirencester, the Roman Corinium. Archaeologists from Cotswold
Archaeology were surprised and delighted when they uncovered a headstone to a
grave, with the skeletal remains of the occupant relatively undisturbed. It dates
from the first or
second century AD.

What makes the
discovery remarkable
is the fact that the
headstone is
undamaged and it
covered the resting
place of the named
person, making it
unique in Britain. Only
Photo courtesy Gloucestershire Echo

a few similar
headstones from this

period are known, and the nearest is in Pompeii. It marks the grave of a 27-yearold woman called Bodica, believed to be a Celtic name. The bodies of three
children were also found in the "family burial plot". The Latin inscription, translates
as “In the hands of God, Bodica, the wife lived years: 27.” As is evident, the Romans
were sticklers for grammar but awful at punctuation. The fact that there was a
blank space left beneath the inscription suggests that her husband, presumably,
erected the headstone intending that his details should also be added after his
death. Analysis of the headstone and human remains will occupy the next two
years.
Peter Borrows
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Observant MAS member finds Palaeolithic Hand Axe.
A report by Joy Blake

JOHN LAWRENCE, one of our enthusiastic
fieldwork members, was fortunate in finding
this hand axe whilst carrying out maintenance
work in West Wycombe in November 2014. The
hand axe measuring 130 x 128 mm x 54mm
thick was lying at the fence line at the top of the
paddock at SU82 948. Ros Tyrrell, Bucks
County Finds Officer, confirmed the find is a
Palaeolithic hand axe which has now been
entered into the Bucks HER records.
Photos by Colin Berks

Harringtons hairdressing
13 High Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire SL7 1AU

For an appointment phone 01628 478485
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THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD Written by Colin Berks
Anybody can dig a hole or walk up and down with a meter on a zimmer frame, whilst an
important and valuable part of the process, in isolation it is not archaeology, only exercise.
Recording and understanding what is revealed is archaeology. Investigation of all forms can
be fascinating and add much to our knowledge but if what is revealed is not properly
recorded, a total waste of effort. Particularly with intrusive methods, which are destructive,
the record is critical. This is known as preservation by record, thereby recording what is
revealed for all time, even after it has been destroyed. This record may be used for other
investigations, sometimes years in the future or combined with other information. The people
using your record will not have been with you and therefore will not know what you were
doing, how or why. Surprisingly many who should know, cannot record things properly.
It follows that your record to have value must be deposited with a publicly accessible archive,
usually the Heritage Environment Record (HER), or how do people know what you have
done and be able to use your information. Negative records are as valuable as positive,
avoiding others repeating what you have done. On a personal level the record shows what you
have achieved.
Since the likes of Flinders Petrie, standard methods of investigation and recording have
evolved and incorporated into guidelines. It is essential that these standard systems are always
used. There is very good reason for this, so that all records are in the same format and the data
can be compared and combined, resulting in a broader understanding.
The rule for any record is: Complete, Accurate, Unambiguous, Repeatable.
Complete: Any record must include all
relevant matters, background of any existing
records in the vicinity (HER and similar),
why the investigation took place, methods
used, recorded data including drawings,
standard context and finds etc., environment
data and photos. Also dates and who did it, if
specialists involved name them.
Accurate: This is essential as without
accuracy the record is of dubious value. The
standard rule is +-0.5m absolute, +-10mm
relative (if you don't know what absolute and
relative is, ask). Of great importance is that
the record can be related to any other record
on the same site or in the vicinity and this
requires common reference or datum. The
main datum's must be stated as at least a 12
number National Grid (NG) co-ordinate
(these can be found on the web). Detail for
convenience can relate to the datum's and is
then known as a site co-ordinate. Achieving
this requires a real or virtual grid, more
convenient if aligned to the NG grid.

23.38:14.74

231

234

232

233

235
237

238

236
239

240
241

242

20.65:11.72
5006
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Unambiguous: The body of the record must only contain factual information, not
interpretation or your pet theory. If you don't know, say so, rather than mislead others, there is
no shame in this. This is so that others can make their own interpretation, often with new
information. If you want to do an interpretation or include an opinion, do it separately at the
end, so as not to confuse the factual record and make clear that it is opinion not fact.
Repeatable: This is possibly the aspect where many records fail. The test is the data you have
recorded should be such as to be able to recreate the matter recorded. If for example an
excavated structure is recorded, can the data be used to mark out the structure on site, to an
accuracy of +-10mm, if not the record is inadequate. There must always be a permanant
physical reference on the ground, that can be reused, even when using Global Position System
(GPS). The reason for this is that if your investigation needs to be repeated or extended, it has
to be accurately related to the existing record and GPS is sometimes not sufficiently accurate,
plus it allows for other non GPS systems to be used. As a standard rule, adopted by some
authorities (should be all) only Geodetic Total Station (GTS) and triangulation is sufficiently
accurate.
Use standard conventions, so that others don't have to guess what you mean. In the example
above, the detailed grid was created using planning frames. These are usually on a hidden
layer, not shown on the drawing but can be useful in determining exact position of finds etc.
The bottom left and top right site co-ordinates are given as is the context reference and finds
numbers. This with the descriptive text, context, finds record etc. is a complete record. If you
so wished you could, with this record, draw the remains on the ground after they had been
removed and the trench back filled.
It all starts to come together. The NG
co-ordinate of the site datum is known,
from this the NG co-ordinate of the
planning frames can be calculated. If
thought necessary the NG co-ordinate
of any find can be calculated. Should
for example, in the future, a similar
find was revealed adjacient, not
obvious at the time of your record,
then the records can be accurately
combined,
which
may
reveal
important information. Don't cut
corners, do it properly.

The Rookery
The plan by Colin Berks

This example is the Rookery,
involving some 50 trenches over a
number of years. Each trench detail
was accurately recorded, then all
records combined to produce a
complete record of this building and
its phases from the 17th to 20thC. The
bits missing is where there was a cycle
path.
Trench recording of features and finds
is very similar, with temporary
recording pegs from which the easting
Continued over
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and westing of detail can be recorded. Record the site co-ordinate of the recording pegs, then
the site co-ordinate of features and finds, can be calculated. Best done with two pegs aligned
north south and parallel to the site grid, both to the east of what is being recorded.
Clearly the methods used to obtain the data, rely on appropriate method and importantly the
methods used are consistent with the recording method and format. So often reports say
things like “an important find” “probably Medieval” but no detail, so useless. Might be good
for the ego and in the pub but not archaeology. All investigations must have a strategy,
describing the methods to be used, the recording system, report and dissemination. This is
why a Written Statement of investigation or at least a Project Proposal is so important. These
act as a useful check that everything has been covered and perhaps more important so that all
involved know what they are doing.
Karen recording – photograph by Colin Berks

Karen’s record plotted on CAD
4420

4410
4411

4419
4425

4425

4417

4413

4413

4426
4421

101

4421

4414

4423
4422

4414

Most recording is nowhere near as complicated as the examples shown but the same
principles must apply. These principles apply equally to any investigation, buildings,
geophysics and similar not just excavation, critical to achieving a viable record that can be
used by others.
So do you want to be somebody who just digs holes or walks about with a zimmer frame
or an archaeologist? If so learn how to record and understand what has been recorded.
Colin Berks
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Last chance ----------------------------- Roman fort gate tours
17 Apr 2-2.30pm & 33-3.30pm
Tour the remains of the western gate of London’s Roman military fort, located
beneath the streets next to the museum.
Please note: this tour begins at the Museum of London
Book in advance £2.65, Friends FREE (inclu. £0.15 booking fee)
- See more at: http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/london-wall/whats-on/adultevents/archaeology-events/#sthash.OqrNegSy.dpuf

Not a MAS member?
Then do consider joining this happy bank of diggers!!
Why not use our website to down load a membership form, look up the talks programme etc

www.marlowarchaeology.org

Proud to support Marlow Archaeology Society
From alterations to existing homes and bespoke new builds
Contact Julian Galliven 707803 903 244 John Galliven 07803 903 285
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Archaeology in Berkshire, Day School, Sat. 7th March 2015. A Report by Colin Smith.
Chaired by Ann Griffin; Attended by Joy Blake. Pat Day, Diane Miller, Christine & Colin Smith.
Recent Discoveries in West Berkshire. Alex Godden, Archaeological Officer, W. Berkshire.
In addition to other projects, the speaker has overseen: 1) East Gate Cottage, Hampstead Marshall, a
possible high status drainage tunnel and a medieval well have been revealed. 2) Charnham lane,
Hungerford, evidence of late Neolithic, Bronze Age and Saxon occupation. 3) Victoria Park,
Newbury, this ‘Tracing Their Steps’ test pit has uncovered environmental evidence and finds
consistent with early to late Mesolithic activities.
Historic Landscape Characterisation in E. Berkshire, Fiona MacDonald, Principal Archaeologist,
and Adam Loden, Historic Landscape Officer, Berkshire Archaeology.
Fiona introduced us to the ‘Heritage Gateway’ initiative, whereby HER’s can now be accessed online.
This year she has overseen continuing work in Reading, notably projects associated with the Abbey
where extensive medieval remains have been uncovered at a Friar Street excavation. Other sites
mentioned were: Kingsmead Quarry, Jennetts Park, Bracknell, Sadlers End, Sindlesham and Cable
End, Slough.
Adam presented the background on the ‘Historic Landscape Characterisation’ initiative, a procedure
that was originally developed by EH but has been refined. Information is collated from a variety of
sources to create a ‘broad brush’ interpretation of an archaeological landscape to help planning policy,
and aid conservation, research and woodland grant schemes.
Research on Roman rural settlements in southern Britain. Dr. Alex Smith, Uni. of Reading.
Initial results were presented of 3 years research on population trends of Romano-British settlements
in the S. E. of England. Focussing on excavated sites contained in ‘grey’ literature, and recently
published archaeological reports, he has produced a collection of data that can be compared with
‘developer funded archaeology’ maps, which start from pre 1950 (little information) up to 2014
(considerable information), giving a distribution of >3,600 sites. He classified most of the sites as
either ‘enclosed farms’ (EF) or complex farms (CF) (i.e. conjoined enclosures), this has enabled him
to determine chronological trends, e.g. in the east of England there was an increase in CFs over several
centuries, in the S. E. there was an increase in EFs over this period. A third classification is villa
farms, and there are about 100 of these in the S. E. of England (although just 1 is known in Berkshire,
at Cox Green). Over time more of these were created in the west of England as villa farm development
declined in the east. Animal bones obtained from excavations in the S. E. of England indicate that
there was an increase in cattle use as the centuries progressed, and that they died at a much later age.
Unearthed plant remains show that there was an increase in spelt wheat use in the later centuries. The
distribution of agricultural tools implies that milling of crops was confined predominantly to the S. E.
of Britain.
Silchester 2014: From Insula lX to Insula lll. Prof. Michael Fulford. University of Reading.
After 18 summers the last excavations were completed at Insula lX in 2014, and in 2014 the most
interesting find was a 1st C Roman military skillet handle. The Iron Age excavations have now been
brought to an interesting conclusion with the full extent of a hall, measuring 8m wide, being revealed.
Since Insula ll & Insula lll are part of a coherent Iron Age development it was deemed interesting to
initiate excavation of Insula lll in 2013. This area was originally excavated in 1891, and the existence
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of large quantities of recycled masonry was interpreted, at that time, as suggesting that high status
buildings occupied the site. A 30 x 30m trench has now been opened, with sondages, over the original
excavations, to try to obtain dating evidence. So far foundations, often of poor levels of construction,
dated to the 1st C AD have been exposed, with very little happening after the 2nd C. Notable finds have
been ‘Nero tiles’, which may allow for dating. Of particular interest has been the discovery of 5th to 8th
C pottery from within the walls. With the implication that the widely held view that Silchester was
abandoned shortly after the Romans withdrew from Britain is unfounded.
Beyond the Tribal Hidage: dead zones and wealth zones in the Middle Thames Valley, AD 450 –
Dr Sue Harrington. University College, London.
650.
The Tribal Hidage, attributed to the 7th C, records the named groups and polities of early Anglo-Saxon
England and the taxation tribute due from their lands and surpluses. Whilst providing some indication
of relative wealth and its distribution, little can be deduced from the Hidage concerning the underlying
economic and social realities of the communities documented. The presenter asked the question: why
is East Berkshire a no man’s land for Tribal Hidage? In contrast the early kingdoms of southern
Britain have recorded Hidages, of, for example, Kent = 15,000 hides, Wessex = 100,000 hides &
Sussex = 7,000 hides. She forwarded 5 hypotheses that might answer this question when set against
known archaeological information. The full extent of this research can be found in her book, cowritten by Martin Welch: The Early Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms of Southern Britain, AD 450 – 650.
Science Archaeology. Jane Corcoran. English Heritage.
The presenter, a Science Advisor, produces briefs, specifications etc. for interested organisations prior
to them undertaking archaeological work. One predictive method she demonstrated is how the
archaeological potential of a site can be deduced by using published borehole data. Engineering
borehole information is readily available, and is frequently found as groups of boreholes on modern
maps. The disclosed underlying geology of a linear series of boreholes can be plotted to give trends
that can reveal land surfaces such as river terraces and flood plains etc., which might indicate where
underground archaeological contexts are hidden, and how far down excavations need to go before bed
rock is found.
Saxon Mills in Berkshire. David Carless. SOAG.
Using sources that post date the Saxon period (e.g. Domesday Book, DB), secondary sources such as
books on mills, and 10th C Anglo-Saxon charters, the speaker has attempted to determine, by looking
for features on maps, where several Saxon mills could have resided within a collection of parishes.
These parishes formed part of, what is described in DB as, the Blewbury Hundred (Oxfordshire but
Berkshire before 1974). This method relies on the assumption that many parish boundaries are Old
English in origin, and many of those boundaries are marked by streams. A charter of AD 944 gives
details of King Edmund granting land and property (including mills) in the Blewbury Hundred, and
DB has 2 entries giving a total of 4 mills in the Hundred. There are several springs in the region, many
entering a well defined stream and a mill brook on which 2 known Saxon mill sites, with existing
(more recently built) mills are to be found. The position of the third site has been identified by
observing that a waterway, which has been diverted from a stream (which marks parish boundaries),
enters another parish, and then rejoins the stream at the boundary further downstream. This waterway
is a mill stream; which allows for the siting of the 3rd mill in the parish of East Hagbourne. DB lists a
mill in West Hagbourne (Walter also holds West Hagbourne ..... 4 slaves; a mill at 12s...) this could
well have been the fourth mill.
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Saxon Defences, Cookham by Colin Berks
As most know by now, the years 878/9 were of considerable importance to England and
Cookham. In 871 Danes from East Anglia had invaded Wessex, building a fortification at
Reading and pushing the Saxons westward. In early 878 the Saxons with a new army
defeated the Danes. Vikings from Fulham and Danes from Cirencester continued to
threaten the Saxons with overwhelming force. The Saxons managed to resist the threat,
resulting in the Vikings and Danes withdrawing. This enabled the Saxons to expand into
the Midlands which eventually resulted in the formation of England as a single state. We
know very little about how the Saxons achieved this, apart from it having something to do
with a system of hastily constructed defences. Our main knowledge of these comes from a
document attributed to about 910, known as the Burghal Hidage, listing some 30
fortifications. One of these is called Sceaftesege at Cookham; but no physical evidence for
it has ever been found, despite there being good strategic evidence for it being built.
Since 2001 the society has been conducting step by step, fieldwork and research in an
attempt to find evidence. This has been based on a logical approach, taking into
consideration physical features, documentation, strategic defence outcome, tactical
objective and constrains of the terrain. Not easy as there is little to go on and potential sites
are within an area of 250 acres. It was at first thought that Sashes Island was the most
likely location, despite there being severe terrain constraints. Certain features encouraged
us to move the focus of the investigation some 825m south and this is starting to produce
results.
We have revealed a manmade curving ditch or channel and a bank, so far, a section some
280m long, with hints of further sections encompassing one of the few areas above the
flood level where construction would have been possible. Whether this is the Saxon
defence or not is yet to be ascertained, as proof will require recovering datable evidence
from excavation.
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Typical section from auger bores, clearly showing the ditch/channel
For the moment we will continue with the methods that seem to work, of resistivity, auger,
terrain survey and research. The objective being to reveal more of the ditch/channel, does
it connect with other features? It is important to establish positions where excavation may
produce the desired results. This is a slow process and hard work, credit and thanks is due
to those who have done such great work on this important investigation. Resistivity has
been managed by Peter Borrows and Colin Smith, auger by Tony Birkett; who have been
ably assisted by volunteers from The Marlow and Maidenhead Archaeological Societies,
with as usual superb organisation by Joy Blake. This year we hope to reach a point where
major excavation can be proposed.
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Arthur Boarder
Arthur Boarder sadly passed away on the 14th March 2015.
Arthur was an early and active member of Marlow
Archaeology. He was a jovial character, good to be with and
well liked.
Arthur had a bee in his bonnet about Roman Roads in our area
and over the years carried out extensive research and
investigation into many sites. He was always very careful to
record his investigations and deposit these at the HER. His
conclusion that everything was a Roman Road, was somewhat
dubious and he would get annoyed if anybody said so. What
he never realised is that he had created a comprehensive record
of ancient trackways, which in some ways is far more
valuable. We still benefit today from these reports.
Arthur will be missed, perhaps he would prefer us to say,
memoriam beatae memoriae sit tibi terra levis.
Colin Berks
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I wish to thank Bourne End Motors, Harrisons the hairdressers and the
builders Galliven Homes, whose advertisements appear in this newsletter, for
their continued and valued sponsorship.
Also thanks are, of course, due to the contributors to this edition of Times
Past - without whom there would be little or no content to print! [Thanks also
to my husband who supplies me with coffee during the editing]. The next
edition will hopefully be out in the Autumn of 2015. So please do let me have
your contributions any time between now and then – I have a next edition file!
(Be warned if I don’t get contributions then I shall have to resort to house
hold tips or how to make my favourite cakes!!!!) Comments as to the contents–
be they adverse or whatever - are always welcome.
Anne Spencer – Editor of Times Past
Fitzroy House
21 St Peter Street
Marlow
SL7 1NQ
01628487790

annerayspencer@googlemail.com

And to end on a lighter note you have been warned

www.jantoo.com
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